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“And we bring you good tidings of the promise made unto the fathers…” (Acts 13:32)
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“You’ve gotta want it!”
By (Jerry Fite)

t was in the middle to the
late 1990’s at the close of
the baseball season. On a
whim, I took my son to watch the
Astros play. Houston was competing for a National League pennant,
and I thought it would be a good
outing to share with my son. We
sat in the upper level (cheap tickets)
of the Astrodome, but still in viewing distance of the infield half -way
up the first base line. With the game
on the line in the late innings, Houston called for their new closer Billy
Wagner to secure a win. At a critical moment we heard a sound from
the upper deck ringing clearly
throughout the cavernous curvature
of the domed stadium. Stoic Wagner was getting the sign for his next
pitch when an engaged but loud fan
screamed, “You’ve gotta want it!”
Apparently, Billy Wagner wanted
the win as much as the fan because
he shut down the rally securing the
lead.

I

salvation (cf. I Corinthians 1:30).
Wisdom from above is attainable,
but “you’ve gotta want it!”
Proverbs 17:16 reads,
“Wherefore is there a price in the
hand of a fool to buy wisdom, seeing he hath no understanding?”
The fool who does not understand
the importance of wisdom will not
desire it. Whatever the price is to
obtain wisdom, you can supply the
full amount, and even place it in the
hand of the fool, but he or she will
not buy it. Why? The fool lacks the
heart. “The heart of him that hath
understanding seeketh knowledge…
(Proverbs 15:14a ). You’ve gotta
want it!”

(Proverbs 18:15). Before seeking
and giving heed to true wisdom,
“you’ve gotta want it.” Otherwise,
you will not value obtaining God’s
wisdom enough to be selective in
your search. While the understanding seek wisdom and find it through
Bible study and prayer, the foolish
search the ends of the earth for
something else and finds folly “..but the mouth of fools feedeth on
folly” (Proverbs 15:14b).

It is important to have a passion for God’s wisdom early in life.
God offers wisdom in how we approach our work, our marriages, the
raising of our children, and our interaction with others, both friend
and foe. Starting early, we can obWisdom is attainable and can tain valuable wisdom for ourselves
be found if one seeks for it. “Wis- and be a blessing to others who are
also seeking for wisdom. This is
dom is before the face of him that
hath understanding: but the eyes of important, because if we enter our
a fool are in the ends of the earth” later years being ignorant of God’s
(Proverbs 17:24). God’s wisdom is wisdom, we may find ourselves in
the following proverb: “Wisdom is
in front of our faces in clear sight.
Are spiritual realities attaina- “Wisdom cries aloud in the street; too high for the fool; he openeth not
ble before us, but we do not have
she uttereth her voice in the broad his mouth in the gate” (Proverbs
24:7). By the time we have reached
the heart to seek them? For exam- places” (Proverbs 1:29). She is
maturity in years in securing a seat
ple, wisdom from God is attainable. neither invisible nor silent before
in the gate to offer wisdom to our
At a young age we can attain wisthe spiritually minded seeker. The
dom by studying the “wisdom liter- fool is seeking, even to the ends of peers and the next generation, we
ature” in the Old Testament. Job,
the earth, but is not desiring the wis- may have nothing valuable to say
Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and dom from above. The one who un- for we never sought after and obtained wisdom. It was always asthe Song of Solomon reveal the
derstands the need for Heaven’s
sessable, but it was always too high
wise way to live life under the sun. wisdom will seek and find God’s
In seeking God’s wisdom for salva- wisdom: “The heart of the prudent to reach. Why? “You’ve gotta want
it!” Desire it early! Feed on it oftion, we of course turn to Christ for getteth knowledge; and the ear of
ten! Direct your feet accordingly!
God’s wisdom unto eternal
the wise seeketh knowledge”

